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Let Tianmei Go Global

Quality First, Aiming to be the
Chinese Intelligent Manufacturing Innovator

30 years Skyworth experience
In 1988, Skyworth was founded.
In 2000, Skyworth Group was listed on the main board of Hong Kong (stock
code: 00751)

Sailing again

In 2014, Skyworth Digital was listed (stock code: 000810)

In 2011, Huang Hongsheng started his business again and created the Skywell
Motor Group to enter the NEV industry.
The Group integrates R&D, production, sales and service of new energy vehicles
and core components, and has formed a complete product chain.
In 2017, the group oﬃcially entered the PV market.
With the quality ﬁrst, the company has ready to ﬁght in this competitive market
And aiming to be Chinese Intelligent Manufacturing Innovator.

Since its establishment 30 years ago, Skyworth has always adhered to technology leadership and quality ﬁrst, bringing the world's leading ultimate audio-visual feast to more than 40 million families with innovation and persistence
Huang Hongsheng’s legendary experience
helps Skyworth to be the leading company in China's manufacturing industry
And also has becoming a world-renowned brand

Future sense of Design
The touching design of star edged, sealing grill, Scythe LED DRL, watering steering
lamp, opens the journey to the future.

INTELLIGENT
STYLING
Surround-style cabin with smooth lines creates a unique rhythm

Designed with a sense of technology
Create a sense of the future

Rhythmus lines across the cabin, echoing with the trim environment, takes on delightful

128-color LED Ambience�Light
Ambience�Light has music mode, speed mode and multi-color breathing mode, to create a personalized atmosphere

Matrix of laser headlights
Matrix of laser headlights, crystal delay steering lamp,
max illuminating distance of 300m , lights up the deep
night, guard the pilot.

Penetrating of rear lights leads the trend
Penetrating of rear lights , dot-light tail LOGO, high brake LED
light show cool gradation and hi-light in flows of cars.

One-button lunch break

INTELLIGENT
ENJOYMENT

4698*1908*1696mm car size, 2800mm wheelbase. spacious and comfortable rear space.
Seat mode is free to switch with 24 storage spaces for an orderly life.

Touch the screen to achieve the seat up and down and the backrest angle
adjustment, the reline becomes the seat .

Intimate lounge chair
The seat foam is layered , and the interval hardness is differentiated to realize the
Simmons in the car .

Seasonal seat

Exclusive

Patented sleep seat

The backrest of the seat is integrated with ventilation heating and is self-regulating
according to climate and temperature .

Absolutely safe
Configuring side airbags and warnings to limit seat belts for a sense of security .

Concierge mode
When the door is opened , the seat is automatically adjusted to the final position ,
which is convenient for intelligence and brings you the ultimate feeling of VIP .

Global first sleep system
Create a second living space
Panoramic skylight
The sunroof is opened by voice to expand the space
and let you enjoy the picturesque scenery .

Electric tailgate
The tailgate can be intelligently sensed , and there are
a variety of opening methods that are comfortable
and convenient , allowing you to free your hands .

Skyworth Digital Eco makes no distance between car and home, along with love.
APP intelligent control, operation and control can be realized without key.
AI voice interaction makes intelligent study, making Skywell our intelligent partner.

Mature and stable AIOT
connection with Skyworth
household appliances
Intelligent connect with Media,
JD, Huawei, Ali intelligent
household appliances eco.

Smart home

AIOT platform of homological
household and vehicle, makes
intelligent vehicle and home life.

Vehicle condition can be got at any time.
Remote blue teeth can unlock or lock
the car, open and shut the window and
light.

INTELLIGENT
CONNECTIVITY

Temperature in car, seats can be
appointed in advance.

Mobile APP

Healthy noon break mode can be appointed by
phone

Huge amounts of vehicle-mounted music
makes you immersed in audiovisuals

Intelligent vehicle management, individual
touch operation

Swifts of Power-charge and
power-charge appointment can be
remote-controlled.

Intelligent robot Coo, with mellow and full
style, shows younger tendency.
Sentimental expressions, multi-images
eradicate boring journey.

AI Voice

4G free network flow makes you enjoy huge
amounts of resources

Skylink Intelligent Internet System
Intellectual journey is within reach

Voice setting, voice query, voice entertainment, voice shopping ,etc.,

Huge amounts of vehicle station, visible and
convenient choice

Huge amounts of internet Apps, life on vehicle
through internet cloud

ACC

LKA

BSD

AEB

TSR

AVM

ICA

HMA

DVR

FCW

APA

DOW

TJA

LDW

MOD

Adaptive Cruise Control System

360 degree HD wide angle camera
360 degree HD wide angle camera

Ultrasonic radar

Monocular multi-function camera

Ultrasonic radar

Ultrasonic radar

Ultrasonic radar

Ultrasonic radar
Ultrasonic radar
360 degree HD wide angle camera

Lane Keeping Assist System

INTELLIGENT
PILOT
Integrated Cruise Assist

Traffic Sign Recognition

Ultrasonic radar
77GHz millimeter wave radar

Ultrasonic radar
Ultrasonic radar
Ultrasonic radar

360 degree HD wide angle camera

L2.5 level autonomous driving function
Provide a safer and comfortable driving experience

Ultrasonic radar
Ultrasonic radar

Autonomous Parking Assist System

77GHz millimeter wave radar

HD wide angle camera

Monocular multi-function camera

Ultrasonic radar& Millimeter wave rada

High Beam Assist

Multi-layer pack structure

Lightweight all aluminum high strength protection box

Long battery service life

Power disconnect and active discharge

INTELLIGENT
DRIVING

Maximum Rotational speed: 16000rpm
Power density, torque density is 25% better than
the same power-level product
Weight is less 25% than the same power-level
product
Highest power back-oﬀ capacity can reach to
25% of max power output

High-Speed, High-Efficiency,
High-integraty 3in1 driving system

Closely cooperated automatic temperature control system
in order to maintain battery temperature all year long

542*502*348mm

High Security, superior performance,
ultralight 16 high-strength body, all guarantees your driving

1500MPa thermal forming, 16Mn Boron Steel ratio reaches 38%
590MPa ultrahigh-strength steel ratio reaches 38%
Electronic Stability Control prevents slipping

INTELLIGENT
SECURITY

Torsional stiﬀness reaches 27000N.m/deg,
leading position in same level model
2.81 Light weight coeﬃcient, reaching
excellent level

Autonomous Emergency Braking safeguards

No HBA
HBA Adopted
Hill-start Assist system prevents sliding

Hydraulic brake assist system shortens
the distance of emergency braking

980-1180MPa of advanced high-strength roll-in threshold
Energy Absorption Ring

7 series of aircraft aluminum anti-collision beam provides superior anticollision

Performance Ring

前吸能区加强环

前地板加强环

Performance Ring

后地板加强环

前风挡加强环

轮罩边梁加强环

后背门洞加强环

后吸能区加强环

Comprehensive Driving and Passive
Security Technology
Guards your Closely

D柱加强环

Hill-start Assist system prevents sliding

A柱加强环

B柱加强环

C柱加强环

前门洞加强环

后门洞加强环

顶盖加强环

Assistance balance of HBB and HBC ensures safety

INTELLIGENCE
ELECTRONIC

V2V technology reaches to 6kW of energy

30min’s super-charge can improve SOC among 30% to 80%
Power cost per hundred miles is lower 14kWh under NEDC

IBS’s maximum power back-off capability can reach to 25% of total power output
Can select 300km/400km/500km model(under NEDC)

High capacity batteries with energy
conservation and fast charge can
reduce EV drive distance anxiety

V2G technology feedback energy to power grid to reduce electricity

THEATER MODE
Integration of Skyworth movie resources,
event movies “On the Go “

INTELLIGENT
JOY

CAMPING MODE
220V car power-supply for filed free cooking
Automatic headlight illuminates the exploring journey

Diversified of personalized
entertainment modes make
brilliant life
MUSIC MODE
Deeply develop the FM online radio and music resources,
immediately initiate a in-car concert

PARTY MODE
Lights flickering alternatively builds the dynamic zone

